world of "pure and endless light." Both speak of two loves appropriate to these two worlds. In the Bible, the verses quoted in Vaughan's epigraph are preceded by an injunction to the early church, warning it to shun the love of the world and seek the love of the Father ;2 the epigraph is then a kind of practical explanation that the love of the world consists in the "lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life" and that the love of the Father is exhibited in the doing of His will. Vaughan also speaks of an eternal and a temporal love under the images of the Bridegroom and the Bride, on the one hand, and of the pining lover and his associates in the art of temporal desire, on the other hand. Finally, both poem and Biblical passage set forth a set of triads: the scriptural passage the triad of misdirected lusts, the poem the triad of citizens who dwell in darkness. But such shadowy similitudes neither justify the epigraph nor elucidate the artistic ordering of the poem. In order to understand the real significance of both poem and epigraph, we must look to Renaissance scriptural tradition.
Whereas John chooses to use the language of direct theological statement to describe the "love of the Father," Vaughan chooses to embody the same love in a scriptural emblem--in the full-bodied drama of the Canticle's love of the Bridegroom for the Bride, a marriage which Vaughan, and the whole tradition of exegesis, saw as dramatizing the love which exists between God and the church or God and the individual soul.3 If scriptural tradition provides the basis for the image of the Bride and the Bridegroom, it may also assist us in understanding the figures in the poem who embody the "love of the world": the mooning lover, the clutching statesman, and the miser and his associates. This triad is, as we have suggested, related to the triad of temporal desires listed in John's epistle, and in a pattern which would have been more evident to Renaissance audiences. Because John had asserted that "these three" are all that is in the world, a thousand-year-old exegetical tradition had sought in the passage an explanation of all of the basic drives which account for sin and encourage the love which moves away from God. Thus, the lust of the flesh came to refer to stimuli which come from the lower appetities, the lust of the eyes to temptations which come from society, and the pride of life to the suggestions of Satan and the cosmic powers of evil.
In mediaeval exegesis, the desires of the flesh, the eye, and the ego were identified with the temptations of luxury, avarice, and pride and with the sins of the flesh, the world, and the devil.4 These temptations were thought to subsume all other temptations; before these archetypal enemies, Adam was thought to have fallen in the Garden; over them, Christ triumphed in the Wilderness. As Protestant exegesis developed in the Renaissance, the interpretations of the passage became superficially more varied, but, beneath the changes, the force of tradition is still evident. A sampling of Renaissance commentaries on the passage reveals the following patterns of explanation : By the lust of the flesh is undersood lechery, which maketh a man altogether a swine; and by the lust of the eyes is understood covetousness, which is the root of all evil, and maketh to err from the faith. And then followeth pride: which three are the world, and captains over all other vices, and occasions of all mischief.6
Here is the basic order which undergirds the central section of Vaughan's poem. The "doting Lover" caught in the "snares of pleasure," with his "quaint music" and pensive sentimentality, is perhaps better captured by Luther's sensual pleasure than by Tyndale's lechery; but the statesman, pursued by clouds of witnesses, working above and below ground, both tyrant and demagogue, is certainly Pride or Ambition; and the miser and his associates, the epicures and prodigals (who also regard temporalia as the ultimately important) are Avarice and the other sins which spring from the lust of the eyes. The passage is thus not based on any random desire to sermonize, but on a rationally ordered theological tradition; the technique and artistic tradition of the poem remain to be investigated.
It The important thing about all three symbols of worldly lovelecher, statesman, and miser-is that they only desire; they do not fulfill: the lover has no beloved, the statesman no honor beyond mob honor, and the miser no possessions which he can really possess. Theirs is a love which, by the temporal nature of its ends and the cumulative nature of its desire, cannot but remain unfulfilled. In contrast to these images of weariness and mere complexity stands the single unitive image which figures "the love of the Father"-the image of the Bride and her Bridegroom. The last stanza synthesizes the two worlds and their two sets of images by calling attention to those who weep and sing and those who only grope. Those who weep and sing and who are drawn into the world of light, one may suggest, weep because they regard the seen world as a world which passes, and yet they sing because they see that world as also a shadow, a sacramental emblem of the world of light into which they are drawn. Those who grope live in a kind of Platonic cave where the temporal is the ultimately real. The psychology of the last stanza is very subtle; for, while the poet attempts to coerce the prisoners in the cave into turning toward the light, the voice reminds him that the regeneration of man's love is not finally a coercive matter but a matter depending on God's initiation and God's grace: The concept of grace dramatized here is a personalist concept, neither predestinarian nor mechanical. Vaughan is here, I think, writing near the end of a tradition so far as poetry worthy of the name is concerned. For five centuries, poets had found in the triad of I John 2:16 an important pattern for the aesthetic ordering of the subject matter of poems or parts of poems. In the early thirteenth century, we have Le Rom=an des Trois Ennemris with its picture of the Devil, the World, and the Flesh bringing man to indulge his pride, his passion for riches and power, and his love of luxury.7 Dante's fourteenth-century commentators saw in the beasts which the poet meets in the wilderness of the dark wood the same three temptations, the temptations which Satan offered to Christ in a similar wilderness-the leopard was seen as luxury, the lion as pride, and the wolf as avarice.8 In his "lost" and timorous condition, Dante needs the ministering angels, Virgil, and Beatrice indirectly, to escape the power soldiers, a river, a lion, a wolf, etc.10 In Dunbar's Twa Mariit Wemen and a Wedo, the same temptations appear in a fabliau guise as the husbands of three wives who meet in the ancient garden to discuss their love problems; one wife is married to a whoremaster whose talent is for fleshliness, the second is married to a jealous and rich old dolt whose virtues lie in the possessive vices, and the third, the widow, is "married" only to herself, and she expresses her self-love, her "pride of life," by pluming herself like a peacock and surrounding herself with a hosts of gallants as admirers.11
One This analysis is intended as a kind of sample exploration of the relationship between tradition and the individual talent in the emblematic poetry of the Renaissance. Properly to understand that poetry one must see it as traditional-traditional in its theological patterns and perhaps even in the emblems which it chooses to embody those patterns. But to say that poets who use devices such as the triad of temptations are traditional is but to say half. For the poetry comes with the seeing of the theological pattern in experience and the experiencing of theology as immediate and personal. Dunbar's whoremaster and Fletcher's Bacchanalia and Vaughan's lover are all emblems of the "lust of the flesh"; but, precisely because the lust is seen in each case in terms of a different emblem and a different pattern of experience, it is at once the same lust and a different one, different because in the first case it is simply bawdy, in the second pagan, and in the third romantic, and yet the same because governed by the same appetites and part of the same grouping of temptations. Properly the explanation of meaning in Renaissance emblematic poetry must explore neither the surface nor the depths exclusively, neither the pattern nor the varying symbols of that pattern, but the interaction between these two where the poem's meaning is at once ancient and new, simple and complex.
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